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A mesoscopic model for the simulation of espresso extraction based on the Smoothed10
Particle Hydrodynamics method is presented. The model incorporates some essen-11
tial features such as bimodal granulometry (fines-coarses) of the coffee bed, double12
(liquid/intra-granular) molecular diffusion and solid-liquid release mechanism. The13
porous structures (’coarses’) are modelled as stationary solid regions whereas the14
migration of cellular fragments (’fines’) is described by single-particles advected by15
the flow. The boundary filter is modelled as a buffer region where fines are immo-16
bilized while entering it, therefore providing a transient flow impedance. The model17
captures well the transient permeability of the coffee bed under direct-inverse dis-18
charge observed in experiments, showing the importance of fines migration on the19
hydrodynamics of the extraction. The concentration kinetics for different molecular20
compounds (i.e caffeine, trigonelline and chlorogenic acid) are compared to exper-21
imental data for a traditional espresso extraction, showing excellent results. The22
present work lays down the basis for the virtual analysis of coffee flavors by mon-23
itoring the hydrodynamic and microstructural effects on the balance of extracted24





Coffee is one of the most widely consumed beverages in the world. Several brewing27
methods can be used to prepare the beverage depending on consumer’s taste as well as28
cultural and geographical habits. In many countries, drip brew, or filter coffee, is the29
traditionally consumed beverage. This method for brewing coffee involves pouring water over30
roasted and ground coffee contained on a filter. Water seeps through the coffee, absorbing its31
extractable fraction solely under gravity, and then passes through the bottom of the filter.32
The used coffee grounds are retained in the filter with the liquid falling (dripping) into a33
collecting vessel such as a carafe or pot1.34
In addition to this popular coffee beverage, espresso coffee is gaining a big world-wide35
success not only as a phenomenon of fashion but also due to the greater sensory satisfaction36
it gives to the consumer when compared with coffees prepared with other brewing methods.37
This success is partly due to the recent spread of portioned systems that make espresso38
preparation very simple even at home2. Traditional espresso brewing requires specialized39
equipments that have to heat water to a temperature between 92°C and 94°C and pressurize40
it to 9± 2 bar3. The process is applied (percolation time) until the beverage volume in the41
cup meets consumer’s personal preference or the regional traditions (or both). For example,42
in Italy, the volume ranges from 20 mL or less (ristretto) to 50 mL or more (lungo), with a43
typical volume of 20 to 30 mL for regular espresso shot4.44
The application of pressure, makes espresso brewing more complex than drip brewing from45
a physico-chemical process point of view. In particular, during the passage of hot water46
through the layer of roasted and ground coffee (coffee bed), the following chemical and47
physical phenomena can be described5,6:48
• initial imbibition of the porous coffee matrix with consequent irreversible progressive49
swelling of the coffee particles, this causes a progressive decrease in the porosity of the50
matrix and therefore an increase in hydraulic resistance. During this process, reversible51
migration of small coffee particles in the direction of water flow also occurs.52
• solubilization of the hydrophilic substances contained in the coffee bed resulting in a53
progressive increase of density and viscosity of the percolating fluid flow and the con-54
comitant partial erosion of the coffee particles. This includes CO2 (present in the coffee55
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bed) solubilization in water at high pressure and temperature leading to supersaturation56
conditions in the final cup and resulting in the development of bubbles (espresso coffee57
foam or crema)7.58
• stripping of coffee lipids thanks to the pressurized hot water and progressive emulsification59
of lipophilic substances due to the action of surfactants naturally occurring in roasted60
coffee, with a further progressive increase in viscosity of the percolating fluid. This61
whole set of phenomena in addition to lead to polyphasic beverage constituted by a foam62
layer of small bubbles on top of an emulsion of microscopic oil droplets in an aqueous63
multicomponent solution with dispersed gas bubbles and solid particles, is extremely64
complex to be modelled.65
Several attempts to model espresso coffee extraction have been reported in the literature.66
In early studies8,9, espresso extraction was described as a two-steps process: (1) transient67
phase: wetting (water fills in coffee particles voids; inter- and intra-particle gas is removed68
out of the coffee bed) and percolation (mass transfer between coffee particles and water)69
occur simultaneously; and (2) extraction steady-state phase resulting from the dynamics of70
the first one.71
Within the transient phase two sub phases can be identified: (i) phase 1a (about 1 second72
duration) where the flow rate and pressure increase according to Darcy’s law; (ii) phase 1b73
(about 4 - 5 seconds duration) where in violation of the Darcy’s law - and according to74
the pump characteristics- pressure increases while flow rate decreases. In this phase coffee75
bed compacts and coffee fine particles migrates in the flow direction . This sequence occurs76
until an equilibrium is reached. Pressure and flow rate are thus stabilized. (iii) Steady-state77
phase 1c (third phase with a duration of 15 seconds onwards) remains until the end of the78
extraction.79
Although modelling and simulation of coffee roasting process have been the subject of80
several works10–12, the complex flow filtration process discussed above, particularly phase81
1a, has been scarcely investigated. We mention the early lattice gas computations in8 -82
subsequently refined in13- and more recently14, where however no transient permeability83
effects (phase 1b) were reproduced. The models were also used to simulate soluble sub-84
stances extraction15 and chemical description9. More recently, attention has been paid in85
investigating the permeability of roast and ground coffee packed beds in the steady-state86
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phase and in modelling the effect of particle size distribution and bed bulk porosity on87
permeability16. This is important since coffee bed permeability is a key parameter affecting88
extraction due to its relevance in determining the flow rate and hence brewing and residence89
time.90
From a coffee cup quality point of view, however, in addition to model the physics of91
the espresso extraction, it is necessary to take into the account the modelling of the mass92
transfer during the process and preferably, the taste-wise chemical compounds mass transfer93
in order to follow the extraction of solubles (and if possible also of not-solubles) from roasted94
coffee. Physics of coffee extraction from a flow-through cylinder similar to that found in an95
espresso machine under water pressure conditions has been modelled in earlier studies by17,1896
and very recently experimentally validated in19–21.97
In the latter works an upscaling procedure has been applied to a microscopic balance98
equations for different phases based on a Representative Elementary Volume (REV) ap-99
proach. In this approach around every point within the coffee bed, macroscopic properties100
of the ’homogenized’ medium are described by phase averages assuming a scale separation101
between the smallest pore scale and the size of the RVE. This leads to a continuum descrip-102
tion based on a set of partial differential equations for multiple species concentrations which103
can be solved numerically. In particular, extraction from coffee grains has been modelled via104
two mechanisms: an initial rapid extraction from damaged cells on the grain surface followed105
by a slower extraction from intact cells in the grain kernel. The developed model has been106
parameterized by experimentally measured coffee bed properties enabling to quantitatively107
reproduce the experimental extraction profile.108
It has to be highlighted that the Authors, on the basis of reported similar extraction ki-109
netics for several coffee compounds including trigonelline, caffeine, lipids, among a few110
others, discussed the possible application of their model to profile the cup quality in terms111
of brew strength and extraction yield and then considering coffee a “a single component”.112
This approximation, even if representing an excellent starting point to exit the “black box”113
approach towards the mathematical description of the espresso process, it is still quite far114
from the desired target to “virtually design and control” the espresso cup quality. It neglects115
the mesoscopic details (e.g. density, transient morphology) of the coffee bed which is taken116
into account by phenomenological constitutive laws, e.g. effective permeability parameters.117
Moreover, the effect of the mesoscopic structures of the packed coffee bed (e.g. complex118
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granulometry) on the overall water flow and solute dissolution/transport are averaged-out119
in continuum-based models. On the other hand, it is becoming progressively clearer that120
the particle size and distribution significantly affects the extraction kinetics with smaller121
particles leading to a higher extracted amount of several components, e.g. caffeine and122
trigonelline, per collected coffee mass22 and therefore it is important to have a model that123
can capture these mesoscopic effects23.124
The goal of this work is to provide a novel simulation framework to describe coffee espresso125
extraction taking into account the complex mesoscopic structure of the coffee bed. Complex126
flow through porous media describing the full microstructure have generally focused on127
geophysical problems such as in CO2 storage or fossil fuel recovery and have been simulated128
using a variety of numerical techniques. These range from pore network models, lattice129
gas and lattice Boltzmann methods, Monte Carlo methods, particle methods (Molecular130
Dynamics, Dissipative Particle Dynamics, Multi-Particle Collision Dynamics and Smoothed131
Particle Hydrodynamics), and traditional grid-based computational fluid dynamics coupled132
with interface tracking24–27. For a recent review focused on different particle-based meth-133
ods for mesoscopic transport processes, including thermal transport, reactive biochemical134
transport, and ionic transport in mesoscopic systems the reader is referred to28.135
136
The numerical techniques adopted in this work to model and simulate the coffee filtration137
in a full mesoscopic setup is the so-called Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method.138
SPH is a popular Lagrangian method to resolve the flow of simple and complex liquids by139
relying on an kernel-based discretization of prescribed set of partial differential equations140
(e.g. Navier-Stokes equations for the momentum, advection-diffusion equation for suspended141
solute etc.) describing the flow locally. This generally leads to a discrete set of ordinary142
differential equations for fluid particles interacting pair-wisely29,30. Due to its Lagrangian143
meshless character the technique is able to tackle complex geometries, such as those arising in144
a deformable porous media, as well as to model Lagrangian particulate transport31, memory145
effects in complex fluids32 and multiphase flow33 in a natural way . The technique has146
been also generalized to incorporate Brownian fluctuations (when needed) on hydrodynamic147
variables by using the so-called GENERIC framework34. This has allowed it to be extended148
to the regime of fluctuating hydrodynamics both for simple35,36 and complex non-Newtonian149
fluids37,38. GENERIC (an acronym for General Equation for Non-equilibrium Reversible-150
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Irreversible Coupling) is a general time-evolution equation for beyond-equilibrium systems151
which guarantee agreement of its solutions with basic physical laws (i.e. conservations of152
mass and energy and the approach to equilibrium)39.153
In the context of flow through porous media, there is a number of applications of SPH mainly154
for geophysical flow problems relevant to enhanced oil recovery and related problems40–43.155
However, little has been done for complex filtration dynamics in the context of food process156
modelling. In this work we present a new SPH model of coffee filtration able to describe157
the entire complex mesoscopic structure of the coffee bed and its potential influence on158
the flow of the liquid through the filter as well as the transport/release of solute. Complex159
granulometry of the coffee bed is described on different scales, from the fixed porous medium160
represented by the large solid grains, to the small free cellular fragments - i.e. the ’fines’ -161
down to the molecular solute (e.g. caffeine) modelled via a concentration field. Moreover,162
for the dynamics of the molecular solute a double porous medium system is considered where163
the solute’s transport/diffusion within liquid and solid phases is taken into account together164
with a mass transfer model due to stripping from the solid-liquid interface. The mesoscopic165
model naturally leads to the transient flow permeability effects observed in experiments44 -166
as well as its effect on the concentration dynamics - which have been traditionally interpreted167
in terms of microstructural changes such as pore’s swelling or fines particles migration8.168
The structure of the paper is the following one: in Sec. II, the mesoscopic model is presented,169
in particular the separate models for the liquid phase, solid dispersed phases as well as the170
interaction with the mechanical filter are discussed. In Sec. III the physical problem is171
analyzed in detail and the relevant dimensionless variables are discussed: this will guide a172
proper choice of the SPH model parameters. Sec. IV presents the numerical results for the173
transient flow permeability as well as the concentration dynamics for different molecular174
solutes (i.e. characterized by different diffusional behaviours). Validation with experimental175
data for the cumulative extraction of caffeine, trigonelline and several acids is also performed.176
Finally, in Sec. V the conclusions are reported together with a perspective view on possible177
future applications and extensions of the current model.178
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II. MESOSCOPIC PARTICLE MODEL179
In this section the mesoscopic model of coffee filtration is presented. The solid phases180
will be modelled based on the different characteristic dimensions of the specific components.181
In particular, in the problem of coffee filtration three main characteristic dimensions are182
associated to distinct dispersed phases: (i) solid grains (≈450 µm) representing the fixed183
porous structure; (ii) the so-called ’fines’ (≈30 µm) representing the flowing cellular frag-184
ments and (iii) the molecular components, e.g. volatile or non volatile compounds such as185
caffeine etc. (≈ 1-10 nm). Water flowing through the porous structure and coupled with186
material transport will be modelled based on standard Newtonian hydrodynamics. A sketch187
of the model is given in Fig. (1).188
  
 Fluid particle 
 Solid moving particle: “Fine” 
 Solid boundary particle 
 Solid fixed grain 
FIG. 1: Sketch of the SPH model: solid dispersed phases is described at different levels. (a)
Large solid grains representing the fixed porous structures are denoted as a black circles and are
modelled by stationary solid boundary particles located inside the prescribed domain. (b) Small
solid fragments, i.e. the “fines”, are modelled as independent solid moving particles. (c) The
smallest dispersed molecular components - the chemical species - are treated on a continuum level
via a concentration field advected by the fluid particles: color map in the figure describes a
typical snapshot of the concentration field (violet: maximum - red:zero). Details of the models
are given in Sec. II.A-F.
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A. Suspending fluid phase model: Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics189
The fluid phase dynamics is governed by the isothermal Navier-Stokes equations. The190
model adopted in this work is the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) which is a191
Lagrangian meshless method for the numerical solution of partial differential equations29.192
In SPH a set of fluid particles i = 1, .., N are distributed homogeneously over the domain193
and move according to conservative and dissipative interparticle forces FC,Dij estimated from194
their local neighborhood.195
In the isothermal case, the following set of ordinary differential equations for the particle196
positions, velocities are solved numerically and represent a Lagrangian discretization of the197
Navier-Stokes equations45198























where the time derivative is Lagrangian and Wij = W (r = rij) is a kernel function and199
W ′ij = ∂W (r)/∂r|r=rij its spatial derivative. rij = ‖rij‖ = ‖ri − rj‖, eij = rij/rij is the unit200
vector joining particles i and j, whereas vij = vi−vj their corresponding velocity difference.201
η̄ij = (ηi + ηj)/2 is the averaged dynamic viscosity of the fluid and ηi is the local value of202
viscosity associated to particle i.203
The current formulation allows to model variable local viscosity similar to the model pre-204
sented recently in Ref.46 for shear-thickening fluids. In the simplest case of ηi = ηj = η0 the205
classical constant viscosity SPH formulation for the Navier-Stokes equations is recovered. pi206
represents the pressure associated to particle i, calculated via a suitable equation of state207
(EOS). Here we choose an ideal EOS pi = c
2
s(ρi − ρ0) where ρi = mdi is the mass density208
associated to the particle i (m is the constant particle mass) and cs is the sound speed in209
the liquid. di =
∑
jWij is the corresponding number density and gi represents any external210
body force. Finally, in the previous expression for the EOS the speed of sounds cs must be211
chosen sufficiently larger than any other velocity present in the problem in order to avoid212
artificial compressibility effects45.213
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The SPH model can be generalized to fluctuating hydrodynamics by casting it into the214
so-called GENERIC formulation34 which allows to incorporate additional stochastic terms215
in Eq.(1) satisfying Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem35,36.216
B. Porous solid phase model217
Solid regions of arbitrary shapes can be created by immobilizing a certain number of solid218
SPH particles located within a prescribed fixed porous structure (i.e. the solid coffee grains)219
in a similar way to what done in47,48 (see Fig.1). No-slip velocity condition is enforced220
on the liquid-solid interface where boundary particle velocities are set to zero. Solid SPH221
particles (violet in the figure) interact with fluid SPH particles by means of the same forces222
presented in Eq.(1), but differently to fluid particles, they are not allowed to move.223
This model allows to create porous structures with the prescribed microscopic properties224
(i.e. size distribution, roughness, solid volume fraction), for example by importing seg-225
mented images from experimental data, e.g. obtained via X-ray micro-tomography49,50. For226
sake of simplicity, in this work we consider the internal porous structure of the “toy” coffee227
bed modelled as a collection of discs arbitrarily distributed over the domain and matching228
the desired solid volume fraction. It should be remarked that the porous structure could229
be in principle allowed to move by collecting the total forces and torques exerted on the230
structure by the surrounding fluid and updating the corresponding coordinate of center of231
mass as rigid-body translation/rotation in a similar fashion to what presented in Ref.31. In232
this work, a fixed (non-moving) porous solid structure will be considered.233
234
C. Dispersed molecular phase continuum model235
Due to the large scale separation existing between molecular compounds (e.g. caffeine:236
≈ 1nm)51 and the solid grains forming the porous structure ( ≈ 450µm), the dispersed237
molecular phase can be treated as a continuum and modelled through a concentration field.238
In this case, each SPH fluid particle is equipped with an additional microstructural vari-239
able, i.e. a scalar concentration field ci, whose dynamics is governed by an inhomogeneous240
advection-diffusion equation.241
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We consider here the most general case where the diffusion coefficient D(r) can be space-242











where the time derivative is Lagrangian and cij = ci−cj and D̄i,j = (Di+Dj)/2 is the average244
interparticle diffusion coefficient and Di is the local diffusion coefficient associated to particle245
i. Note that advection is implicitly taken into account through the Lagrangian motion of246
the particles. Note also that the term within the summation in Eq.(2) is anti-symmetric247
by swapping i, j indices and therefore the mass of solute is automatically conserved. The248
same model has been recently successfully applied to the dynamics of cellular components249
in blood flow52.250
Fig. (1) shows a color map describing a frame of the concentration field of a given molecular251
compound released from the solid grains (violet: maximum - red: zero).252
Note that different D̄i,j values can be associated to different SPH particles-pairs: this is253
important, for example, to model the diffusive molecular processes, separately, in the liquid254
phase and within the solid grain. In fact, Eq.(2) is solved over the entire domain (solid255
and liquid) with prescribed molecular diffusion coefficients Ds (solid phase) and Db (bulk256
phase). For example, if we assume constant diffusivities within each single phase, we will257
have D̄i,j = Ds for each pair of solid particles (i, j), whereas D̄i,j = Db for each pair of258
fluid particles. Intra-granular diffusion depends on the specific molecular compound but259
is typically strongly hindered by the internal cellular structure of the coffee grains53,54 and260
therefore Ds > Db is expected
19.261
In practice, several volatile or non-volatile taste-active compounds with different diffu-262
sional properties are associated to the final sensorial experience (fruity, malty, honey-like,263
buttery, roasty etc.). Caffeine, for example, is one of the compounds responsible for the264
bitterness together with trigonelline, the second most abundant alkaloid in coffee55. On the265
contrary, chlorogenic acids are a class of esters widely distributed in plants and particularly266
abundant in coffee beans (being mono-caffeoylquinic acid isomers the most important) which267
are relevant for acidity56 and bitterness suppression properties57. In the process of coffee268
filtration it is therefore important to assess the instantaneous time-dependent concentration269
of different compounds (i.e. characterized by different Db,s) in the cup, in order to optimize270
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the product and/or target specific flavors58.271
272
It remains to define the interaction between a pair of solid/liquid particles which defines273
the molecular transport at the solid-liquid interface. This transport case is known to be274
not diffusive/osmotic, instead, molecular compounds within the solid at the surface are275
released in the liquid by a comparably faster uni-directional ’washing’ mechanism15. To276
mimic this molecular release mechanism at the solid-liquid interface, we introduce a new277
release coefficient Dr such that D̄i,j = Dr only if particle i and j belong to different phases.278
Moreover, the dynamics governed by the diffusion equation Eq.(2) can allow in principle the279
transfer of mass from the liquid back to the solid under specific situations such for example280
a local fluid concentration larger than the solid one (e.g. by accumulation of material281
downstream). To avoid this back-transport mechanism and to model uniquely the washing282
release process, we set D̄i,j = 0 if ci > cj with i being a fluid particle and j being a solid283
one.284
D. Discrete “fines” model285
“Fines” are modelled as single solid SPH particles advected by the flow. We adopt here286
the so-called minimal single-particle model proposed in the context of Dissipative Particle287
Dynamics59,60. We select randomly a number of SPH particles in the fluid domain and,288
according to the target fines concentration, we regard them as a solid flowing particles289
(black spheres in Fig. (1)). It should be noted that in the bulk flow the fines are just passive290
tracers and do not have any influence on the flow. However, if their positions are constrained291
they are characterized by a well-defined hydrodynamic radius (approximately equal to the292
kernel cutoff radius rc) and therefore they provide a mechanism of mechanical impedance293
for the bulk flow itself. This feature is important in the model of the physical filter in the294
next section.295
E. Filter model296
The filter at the bottom (or upper) boundary of the coffee bed is modelled as an additional297
buffer region of finite thickness (red area in Fig. 2). The fines move with the flow under298
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FIG. 2: Sketch of the filter model: fines are advected by the flow. Filter is modelled as a buffer
region (red area in the figure) of specified thickness. When fines enter this region they are
’immobilized’ and provide transient mechanical impedance to the down-streaming flow depending
on the instantaneous concentration of trapped fines.
the action of an external pressure force and eventually percolate the porous structure; when299
they finally enter the bottom buffer region, their identity change and they are regarded as300
fixed solid boundary particles with zero velocity - of the same type of those used to model301
the solid region inside a grain (see Fig. 1). As a consequence, they present an obstacle302
to the flow of the down-streaming fluid particles which exit the domain. Depending on303
the initial concentration of fines dispersed in the liquid domain (denoted as θ) the total304
number of fines trapped in the filter can significantly change together with the values of305
filter resistance leading to a simple model of transient coffee bed permeability44. In this306
filter model, we use θ as a fitting parameter to match the additional resistance provided by307
the mechanical filter to the coffee bed, compared to experimental data (see Section IV).308
F. Summary309
Summarizing, the present mesoscopic method models different possible physical processes310
taking place during coffee filtration: (1) hydrodynamic flow through a 2D porous structure;311
(2) release of a molecular phase (e.g. odorant such as vanillin, linalool etc. or taste-active312
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TABLE I: List of model parameters
Model parameter Notation
fluid mass density ρ0
dynamic fluid viscosity η
kinematic fluid viscosity ν
fluid sound speed cs
vertical length coffed bed H
solid grain size dgrain
solid fine size dfine
grains concentration φ
fines concentration θ
molecular diffusivity (fluid) Db
molecular diffusivity (solid) Ds
molecular washing release (solid/liquid) Dr
pressure body force F0
average flow velocity V
compounds such as caffeine, trigonelline and chlorogenic acids etc.) into the flowing liquid313
phase; (3) diffusion of the target molecular compounds within the liquid/solid phase; (4)314
migration of solid fines and trapping in the filter: transient permeability. The relevant315
model parameters are summarized in Table I. Note that dimensionless ’model’ parameters316
are chosen to deliver the correct ’physical’ dimensionless variables (e.g. Reynolds, Schmidt,317
Mach numbers etc.) which allow us to match experimental conditions (see Sec. III.A.).318
III. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE FILTRATION PROCESS319
A. Physical parameters320
In order to compare experimental and numerical results it is necessary to perform a321
dimensional analysis of the filtration problem. This will guide the choice of parameters of322
the SPH model shown in Table I.323
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Regarding the geometry of the coffee packed bed, we refer to standard conditions de-324
scribed, for example, in Ref.16, which approximately corresponds to a cylinder with height325
H = 1.85× 10−2m and radius R = 1.8× 10−2m.326
Regarding the granulometric properties of the coffee bed, in most cases an approximate bi-327
modal distribution of the solid phase (excluded the molecular component) is observed with328
two dominant peaks corresponding to fine particles (fines) and coarser particles (grains),329
the latter ones representing the fixed porous matrix16,22. In Ref.16 the two sizes (diame-330
ters) are reported to be dfine ≈ 40 − 50µm and dgrain ≈ 350 − 400µm. There is however331
significant variability, depending on the grinding process used to produce the final coffee332
bed, with values reported in the literature down to dfine ≈ 30µm and up to dgrain ≈ 450µm333
(Cappuccio, R.; Suggi Liverani, F. Illycaffeè S.p.A.: internal report). This gives two specific334
dimensionless length ratios to be matched in simulations, i.e.: H/dgrain ≈ 40 − 50 and335
dgrain/dfine ≈ 10 − 15. Regarding porosity of the coffee bed we consider a conservative336
choice of solid volume fraction φ = 0.48 based on the fixed coarse particles.337
Regarding the flow rate measured in Ref.16, it is reported to be Q̇ ≈ 0.5 − 3 × 10−5m3s−1338
(maximum-peak value; minimum steady value), which is in substantial agreement with339
the 2-18 mL/s reported in Ref.8. We consider therefore a low steady flow rate Q̇min ≈340
0.5 × 10−5m3s−1 and a peak flow rate Q̇max ≈ 3 × 10−5m3s−1, leading to an average341
steady and peak velocity inside the packed bed Vmin = Q̇min/(πR
2) ≈ 0.5 × 10−2m/s and342
Vmax ≈ 3× 10−2m/s.343
Now, if we define a microscopic Reynolds number as Re = dgrainV/ν (where ν = 10
−6m2s−1344
is the kinematic water viscosity at 25°C), we obtain a minimum-steady and maximum peak345
Reynolds numbers in the range Re ≈ 2− 12. Note that this condition corresponds to a fully346
laminar regime, although not in the Stokes inertial-less limit. Note that during real espresso347
extraction, temperature distribution can be highly inhomogenous within the coffee bed and348
can reach values as high as 80°C. Under these conditions the kinematic water viscosity can349
be a factor 2 smaller with respect to the value chosen here. This would lead to a maximum350
operational Reynolds around 20, therefore still in a laminar regime. In Ref.8, however, cold351
water was used for the experiment, in line with the regime considered here.352
As discussed above, the solid phase distribution is approximately bimodal with average353
radius of the fine particle component in the order of rfine ≈ 15µm. These are non-colloidal354
particles for which the Peclet number is virtually infinite, so Brownian motion does not need355
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to be modelled and they can be simply passively tracked along the liquid streamlines. As a356
matter of fact, if we use the Stokes-Einstein relation to estimate the diffusion coefficient of357
such a fine particle, we have Dfine = kbT/(6πηrfine) ≈ 1.46 × 10−14m2s−1 (η = 10−3Pa·s is358
the water dynamic viscosity) and therefore the microscopic Peclet number for the fines in359
this filtration process is Pe = dgrainV/Dfine ≥ 1.3× 108.360
On the other hand, molecular compounds (e.g. caffeine) released from the coffee grains361
into the flushing solvent are much smaller in size, with resulting bulk diffusion coefficient362
in water estimated to be Db = 2 × 10−9m2s−1 (depending on the specific compound, con-363
centration and temperature)53,54,61. This would lead to a local maximum Peclet number364
for the advection-diffusion dynamics of caffeine in this filtration process in the order of365
Pe = dgrainV/Db ≈ 1000, which is large but finite. Regions of reduced-flow/stagnation or366
larger temperature can have local Peclet numbers significantly smaller.367
Note also that different substances can have different diffusion coefficients Db in water,368
in such a way that a differentiated analysis of coffee filtration performance needs to be369
done based on the effective Peclet number for each substance. For example, some taste-370
active and key-odorant compounds can have diffusivities in water substantially larger (e.g.371
trichloroethylene62) leading to Pe ≈ 200 or smaller under standard espresso extraction372
conditions. Virtual numerical analysis of compounds release and transport, however, is not373
restricted to these values and can be in principle explored down to Pe ≈ 1, corresponding to374
extremely slow filtration processes. Note also that all these molecular components have size375
in the order of few nanometers or less, i.e. much smaller than the fines and coarse particles376
and therefore they can be regarded as a continuum phase.377
378
Another relevant process affecting the concentration of the solute (e.g. caffeine), would379
be the rate of release from the solid phase (coffee grains) into the liquid. This is a complex380
physico-chemical process involving inhomogeneous dispersion of molecular compounds inside381
a heterogeneous porous solid matrix and its modelling goes well beyond the scope of the cur-382
rent work. However, it is generally considered to be the limiting step in caffeine extraction54,383
being the rate at which it is released into the liquid phase Dr = 2×10−10m2s−1, i.e. 10 times384
smaller than free-bulk diffusion54. As a consequence of this discussion, the following effective385
Peclet numbers simulated for this process will be: Pebulk = dgrainV/Db = Re · Sc where the386
Schmidt number is defined as Sc = ν/Db ≈ 10
−6
2×10−9 ≈ 500. Therefore Pebulk ≈ 500 − 5000.387
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The release mechanism defines another effective Perelease ≈ 5000 − 50, 000, i.e. when388
Dr ≈ 0.1Db, as discussed above. The effect of all these parameters on the concentration389
dynamics will be presented in Sec. IV.390
B. Numerical parameters391
In order to model numerically the physical system discussed above, we chose the following392
setup.393
• Coarse coffee grains (’coarses’: 500µm) : they are modelled as fixed spherical solid394
regions of size dgrain = 2.0 using 16 SPH particles per diameter (see Fig. 1). The395
’coarses’ solid volume fraction is φ = 0.48.396
• Fine particles (’fines’: 30µm): they are modelled as mobile single SPH particles397
(passive tracers). Being the SPH resolution of the grain 16, we have a computational398
ratio dgrain/dfine ≈ 16 which is consistent with the physical ratio discussed above. The399
’fines’ solid volume fraction will range in θ = 0.001− 0.01.400
• Molecular compounds (e.g. caffeine, hyperfines etc.:  1µm). Their small size401
compared to the other characteristic lengths (H, dgrain, dfine) justifies a continuum ap-402
proach based on the solution of an advection-diffusion equation for the corresponding403
concentration field (Eq.(2)). Different species can in principle have different size and404
therefore different bulk diffusion coefficients Db as well as solid diffusion coefficients Ds405
and release rates Dr.406
• Coffee bed (2cm thickness):to model a realistic coffee bed of, say, 2cm thickness16 we407
consider a height of the simulation domain Ly = 80 (y is the direction of filtration),408
leading to a numerical ratio Ly/dgrain = 40, in agreement with that discussed in the409
previous section. In the transversal direction (x) it is assumed that the coffee bed410
is homogeneous and periodic boundary conditions can be imposed. This allows to411
minimize the size of the simulation domain and computing time. Finite size effects can412
be eliminated by taking Lx = 10 = 5dfine. In conclusion, we consider a two-dimensional413
domain Lx × Ly = 10× 80, discretized with N = 80× 640 = 51, 200 SPH particles.414
Fluid density is chosen to be ρ = 1, whereas viscosity µ = 3. The average flow velocity415
(which controls the effective Reynolds number) is tuned by applying an effective body ac-416
16
celeration mimicking a pressure drop, i.e. F = ∆p/(Lyρ). For example, a value of F = 2000417
leads to peak average velocity Vmax ≈ 15 and peak Reynolds number (in absence of fines:418
just fixed solid grains) Remax = dgrainVmaxρ/η ≈ 10, matching experimental conditions.419
The speed of sound is chosen sufficiently large than Vmax to reduce density fluctuations, i.e.420
cs = 500 Vmax.421
Finally, the bulk diffusion coefficient for a specific compound will range in Db = 0.005− 0.1422
to give a bulk Peclet number Pe = 600 − 6000 corresponding to transient peak flow veloc-423
ity. Values for the corresponding rate of of release coefficients will be typically a factor 10424
smaller than the the bulk free diffusion, i.e. Dr = 0.001− 0.1, but different conditions will425
be explored.426
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS427
A. Inverse filtration process: transient permeability428
In order to understand the different transport processes involved in the percolation of429
water through the coffee bed system, a transient direct/inverse filtration is considered and430
results are discussed in relation to experimental data15. In this section we focus on the431






































FIG. 3: Inverse discharge. Left: time-dependent dimensionless applied forcing. Right:
time-dependent Reynolds number (absolute value) for different fines concentration θ. Slow
permeability decay is evident as result of increase fine concentration.
433
434
direct/inverse discharge. Left: the time-dependent dimensionless forcing (i.e. pressure drop).435
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Right: time-dependent Reynolds number based on spatially-averaged flow velocity (absolute436
value) for different fines-concentration θ. Experimental data for the transient direct/inverse437
discharge flow reported in8 have been also showed as reference. Note that in the experimen-438
tal data the initial transient flow increase have been removed since (in experiment) it is due439
to an applied pressure raising over a finite time, i.e. not ’instantaneously’ applied as in the440
simulations (see Fig. 3: left). Time has been made dimensionless with the viscous liquid441
time τν = d
2
grain/ν = 2
2/3 = 1.33. In order to compare with experiments, corresponding442
real viscous time in SI units should be τν = d
2
grain/ν = (400× 10−6)2/10−6 = 0.16s.443
Initially a direct discharge process with constant pressure forcing is applied up to dimension-444
less times approximately equal to t∗ = t/τν = 38. This is followed by a resting state (zero445
applied force for t∗=38-55) after which the same constant forcing is applied again. Finally,446
an additional resting condition (t∗=75-90) is followed by a constant pressure force applied447
in the opposite direction (inverse discharge).448
We consider first the flow response of the pure porous structure, i.e. for fine concentration449
θ = 0 (light blue line in Fig.3). After application of pressure drop, flow rate increases quickly450
and reaches a steady state value (Re ≈ 10). The small transient at θ = 0 (not visible in451
the figure) occurs on typical viscous time scales of order τν . After removal of the forcing,452
flow rates decay quickly to zero (relaxation time scales ≈ τν) and then again reach the same453
value upon re-activation of the forcing in the same direction. After forcing reversal, again454
the flow responds very quickly reaching the same value of the Reynolds number (absolute455
value is shown in the figure). Under these conditions (θ = 0), coffee bed permeability is456
constant and the results are in agreement with previous simulations13.457
The case where fines are present (θ 6= 0) is, however, qualitatively different. We have458
studied different fine concentrations ranging from 0.002 to 0.006 as shown in Fig.3 (right).459
Initially (direct discharge at t∗ < 3) the flow reaches the same peak Reynolds number during460
the very short viscous time scales. This again corresponds to the fast viscous relaxation461
consistent with a fixed porous structure. In this case, however, it does not represent a462
steady state but a transient peak. In fact, the meta-stable state at Re=10 is followed by a463
transient decay characterized by a significant longer relaxation time compared to τν . This464
slow decay (3 < t∗ < 10) is due to the fines be displaced and their transient accumulation465
in the filter. In fact, fines need some finite time to migrate from their initial positions466
(randomly dispersed in the liquid phase) to the filter at the boundary of the domain. As467
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the number of trapped particles increases, so does the overall flow resistance leading to the468
observed transient permeability.469
Flow rate eventually reaches a steady-state value which depends on the initial concentration470
of fines present in the liquid phase. Small values of θ = 0.001 (violet line) do not alter471
significant the filtration hydrodynamics respect to simple fixed porous case. However, θ =472
0.006 (black line) leads to a significant reduction of flow permeability (nearly one order in473
the averaged steady Reynolds number) in substantial agreement with experimental data474
of espresso extraction reported in Ref.15. At longer time (still keeping the forcing term475
constant) no flow alteration is observed indicating that all fines are migrated to the filter,476
saturation conditions are reached and no further reduction of resistance is possible.477
If the forcing term is temporarily switched off and then re-activated, the flow rate reaches478
instantaneously the same steady state. This means that the water flows through the same479
geometrical configuration corresponding to the fixed porous structure with an additional480
mechanical impedance offered by the unchanged amount of fines trapped in the filter.481
Finally, if we invert the flow we observe again the same relaxation process characterized482
by the long relaxation time as at the beginning of the simulation. The reversed flow forces483
the fines to move in the opposite direction and be released by the filter, i.e. again through484
the coffee bed. A typical dimensionless time τ ∗m ≈ H/(Vmaxτν) = 7.1 is required for all485
fines to migrate towards the bottom filter, after which the permeability reaches again a486
steady state. This is in remarkable good agreement with the transient decay observed in487
Fig.3 (right) and in experiment of inverse coffee discharge. These results show that fines488
migration is the main mesoscopic transport process responsible for the reversible transient489
permeability observed in experiments15,44. In fact, although another mechanism could lead490
to similar increase resistance effect under direct discharge, e.g. the swelling of porous phase,491
being irreversible it cannot explain the transient peak flow velocity re-obtained under flow492
reversal15.493
The corresponding velocity fields inside the porous structure for different θ are shown in4945
Fig.4. Initial positions for the coarse solid particles have been chosen randomly. Note that496
different porous structures might lead to slightly different permeabilities (even when the497
same fixed porosity is considered). Here we specifically tune the applied force F0 to obtain498
a set of dimensionless numbers (Re,Sc etc.) to match the range of experimental values for499
this specific porous configuration. .500
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FIG. 4: Velocity field. Top: θ = 0.002. Bottom: θ = 0.006. Snapshots taken respectively at
t∗ = 1.8, 4.8, 18 (direct discharge: left) and t∗ = 91.8, 94.8, 108 (inverse discharge: right).
Top row corresponds to different snapshots for the system with θ = 0.002 (violet line in501
Fig.3); bottom row corresponds to different snapshots for the system with θ = 0.006 (black502
line in Fig.3). First three frame (from left to right) correspond to dimensionless times503
t∗ = 1.8, 4.8, 18 (direct discharge) whereas last three frames correspond t∗ = 91.8, 94.8, 108504
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FIG. 5: Direct discharge. θ = 0.006. Top: fines distributions. Bottom velocity field. Snapshots
taken at t∗ = 0, 1.8, 3.6, 4.8, 6, 18.
(inverse discharge), shown as reference in Fig.3. Regions of local high flow velocity (violet)5056
are visible within the domain. For θ = 0.002 a flow through a porous media is reached507
quickly and remains steady during all the direct discharge stage. For the case θ = 0.006 the508
initial flow field is the same as for θ = 0.002, but at larger times it slows down significantly509
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FIG. 6: Inverse discharge. θ = 0.006 Top: fines distributions. Bottom: velocity field. Snapshots
taken at t∗ = 90, 91.8, 93.6, 94.8, 96, 108.
(red areas) keeping the same flow topology. In addition, when the forcing changes direction,510
unlike the case θ = 0.002, for θ = 0.006 the flow rate jumps quickly to the peak value511
(Re = 10) before reducing again to lower values when the inverse fines migration takes place512
and they finally reach the opposite filter.513
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In order to better clarify the link between the fines microstructure and flow field evolution,515
in Fig.5 a comparative visual analysis of flow field vs fine microstructure (θ = 0.006) is516
performed during initial ’direct discharge’ (upward fines migration). In Fig.6 the same517
analysis is done for the final ’inverse discharge’ (downward fines migration). Snapshots are518
taken at times t∗ = 0, 1.8, 3.6, 4.8, 6, 18 (direct discharge) and t∗ = 90, 91.8, 93.6, 94.8, 96, 108519
(inverse discharge). From Fig.5 it is evident that as long as the majority of the fines are still520
migrating, the velocity field reaches the same peak value as for the single porous structure521
(θ = 0). Only when fines start to accumulate on the upper filter, the magnitude of the522
velocity field gradually decreases until all fines are trapped in the filter. Upon flow reversal523
(Fig.6) a counter-migration takes place. The initial peak value of the velocity is reached on524
the fast time scales τν . The velocity field remains approximately constant until the first fines525
reach the bottom filter and then - as in the previous case- it starts to decrease in magnitude.526
This fine-migration mechanism is able to explain quantitatively the transient permeability527
observed in early experiments with inverse coffee filtration where large transient times were528
reported in the order of seconds15.529
B. Concentration dynamics530
After validation of the hydrodynamic response and transient permeability made in the531
previous section, we study here the release and dynamics of a passive scalar field (the532
molecular compound concentration, e.g. caffeine) during the filtration process. In particular,533
we are interested in the resulting cumulative output content in the cup for different choice534
of physical parameters, namely the concentration of fines θ, the bulk diffusion coefficients535
Db of the molecular compound, release rates Dr and the intra-granular diffusion coefficients536
Ds.537
The cumulative output percent content is defined as compound-to-total mass ratio, i.e.538
Mcompound(t)/Mtot(t), where both quantities refer to the instantaneous values collected at539
the output and depend on time. In particular, Mtot(t) =
∫ t
0
ρ0 Q̇(t)dt where Q̇(t) = V (t)A540
is the time-dependent flow rate. We consider here the case of direct discharge (Fig.7: left).541
As discussed previously, to map the present results on real SI units the dimensionless time542










































FIG. 7: Direct discharge. Left: time-dependent Reynolds number (absolute value) for different
fines concentration θ. Right: cumulative output content.
According to the time scale shown Fig.7, the temporal window explored is in the range of544
[0-25]s which corresponds to the typical time for an espresso preparation.545
Effect of fine concentration θ546
We first select two typical values of diffusion coefficients consistent with the discus-547
sion given in Sec.III.A, that is Db = 0.005 (corresponding to peak/steady Peclet numbers548
Pebulk =6000/600) and Dr = 0.0005 = 0.1Db, and check the effect of the fines concentration549
θ on the the cumulative molecular content. In this section intra-granular diffusion coeffi-550
cients Ds = 0 so release mechanism is limited to the molecular compounds located inside a551
grain near the solid/liquid interface. Effect of different intra-granular diffusion coefficients552
Ds will be discussed in the next section.553
From Fig.7 (left) it can be seen how for small values of the fines concentration (e.g.554
θ = 0.002) no transient permeability is observed. The resulting dynamics of the output555
compound content (Fig.7: right) exhibits a peak value (≈ 0.014%) at short times (t∗ ≈ 15)556
after which the output compound content in the cup decreases softly.557
This peak value is shifted towards larger times and increases in magnitude for increasing θ.558
For example, for θ = 0.0058, peak concentration (≈ 0.04%) is reached at dimensionless time559
t∗ ≈ 95. Therefore, the present results shows that incorporation of a finite amount of fines,560
by inducing a transient permeability of the coffee bed, leads to smaller steady flow rates561
during filtration (Re ≈ 1). This, in turn, increases the residence time of the flow in contact562
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FIG. 8: Effect of θ on the evolution of the molecular concentration field (green/black: large/zero
values). bulk diffusion coefficient Db = 0.005 and release rate Dr = 0.0005. Top figures: dynamics
concentration fields for bulk molecular diffusion coefficient θ = 0.0058; bottom figures θ = 0.002.
Time frames (left to right) correspond to t∗ = 12, 30, 60, 90, 120.
with the solid surface of grains, therefore maximizing the molecular release process. In the563


















































FIG. 9: Direct discharge. Left: cumulative output caffeine content for fixed solid grain’s release
rate Dr = 0.0005 and θ = 0.0058. Right: cumulative output caffeine content for fixed bulk
diffusion Dr = 0.0005 and θ = 0.0058.
preventing a proper release of substances into the fluid.565
Fig.8 shows time frames of the molecular concentration fields (green/black - large/zero566
values; maximal threshold 0.01) for two different concentrations of fines θ = 0.0058 (top)567
and θ = 0.002 (bottom), where other parameters are kept constant. Whereas the molecular568
compounds is properly released from the solid phase and advected in the case of θ = 0.0058,569
there is no time to be efficiently released in the fast flow condition corresponding to θ =570
0.002. In fact, for θ = 0.002 the flow resistance is smaller and, as a consequence, the571
characteristic time spent by one Lagrangian element in vicinity of the solid-grain interface572
(where the interfacial transport of solute occurs) will be shorter, leading to a reduced amount573
of molecular compound released by stripping into a given fluid element.574
5756
Effect of bulk diffusion coefficient Db and release rate Dr577
In a second stage, we focus on the system with fines concentration θ = 0.0058 (blue line in578
Fig.7 left) which reproduces reasonably well the transient flow rate reported in experiments579
with coffee filtration8, i.e. a maximal-peak/minimal-steady Reynolds numbers Re ≈ 10− 1.580
In Fig.9 we look at the effect of several parameters on the resulting output cumulative581
molecular content. In particular, in Fig.9 (left) the cumulative output content is shown5823
for fixed solid grain’s release rate Dr = 0.0005 and different bulk diffusion coefficients584
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FIG. 10: Effect of Db on the evolution of the molecular concentration field (green/black:
large/zero values). Fine concentration θ = 0.0058 and release rate Dr = 0.0005. Top figures:
dynamics concentration fields for bulk molecular diffusion coefficient Db = 0.005; bottom figures
Db = 0.01. Time frames (left to right) correspond to t
∗ = 12, 30, 60, 90, 120 . Last frame (right)
is an inset at t∗ = 200.
Db ∈ [0.005 : 0.1], spanning nearly two orders of magnitude in the bulk molecular Peclet585
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number. It can be seen that Db has only a minor effect on the final output content. There586
is a small consistent increase (less than 5%) in the peak for increasing Db which can be587
attributed to difference in the release of molecular compounds in areas of stagnating flow.588
For molecular species released in these areas, the only possible mechanism of escape is by589
molecular diffusion, i.e. by slowly diffusing into region of large flow where the material is590
efficiently advected.5912
Fig.10 shows time frames of the molecular concentration fields for two different bulk593
diffusion coefficients Db = 0.005 (top figures) and Db = 0.01 (bottom figures). In both cases594
θ = 0.0058 and the release rate Dr = 0.0005 are kept constant. By visual inspection, it is595
clear that bottom concentration frames at large Db are significantly smoother than those596
at Db = 0.005 (top). For Db = 0.005 the diffusive transport mechanism is very slow and597
material will remain trapped in areas of stagnating flow leading to the smaller values of the598
overall output content. The last top/bottom plots on the right of Fig.10 represent insets599
at t∗ = 120. As mentioned above, the field at Db = 0.01 (bottom) is significant smoother;600
moreover, the regions of residual concentration (present at Db = 0.005 - top) are almost601
absent. Note that, being regions of zero flow relatively small (compared to the total liq-602
uid domain) this effect is only minor, as suggested by the small increase shown in Fig.9 (left).603
604
More interesting is the effect of the solid/liquid molecular release rate Dr on the cumu-605
lative output content (Fig.9: right). Here we consider a molecular compound with fixed606
bulk diffusion Db = 0.005 at fine concentration θ = 0.0058 and look at different release607
rates coefficients Dr ∈ [0.0005 : 0.02]. It is clear that Dr is the most relevant parameter608
controlling the final concentration of substance in the cup. For small values of the release609
coefficient (e.g Dr = 0.0005: black line) only a small peak (0.04%) is reached at relatively610
long times after which the cumulative content decay very slowly. On the other hand, large611
values of Dr (e.g Dr = 0.02: blue line) lead to a peak in the order of 0.12%. Moreover, all612
the material is released very efficiently in the very early stage of filtration (t∗ < 30) with613
significant decay occurring later on. Maximization of molecular concentration in the cup can614
be therefore reached on extremely fast filtration processes by tuning the release mechanism.615
This is independent on the molecular property of the substance in the fluid (i.e. the diffusion616
coefficient Db in water). However, it depends strongly on Dr and can also depend on the617
intra-granular diffusion coefficient Ds of the molecular compound which indirectly affects618
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FIG. 11: Effect of Dr on the evolution of the molecular concentration field (green/black:
large/zero values). Bulk diffusion coefficient Db = 0.005 and fine concentration θ = 0.00058. Top
figures: dynamics concentration fields for release rate coefficient Dr = 0.0005; bottom figures
Dr = 0.02. Time frames (left to right) correspond to t
∗ = 12, 30, 60, 90, 120.
Dr (see next Sec.).619
Fig.11 shows time frames of the molecular concentration fields for two different release620
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rate coefficients Dr = 0.0005 (top figures) and Dr = 0.02 (bottom figures). In both cases621
θ = 0.0058 and the bulk diffusion coefficient Db = 0.005 are kept constant. As expected,622
under same hydrodynamic conditions the case Dr = 0.02 is significantly more effective in623
releasing molecular compounds into the flowing liquid.624
Effect of intra-granular diffusion Ds625
In this section, we look at the effect of a finite intra-granular diffusion coefficient Ds on626
the microstructural dynamics and evolution of the concentration field for a given molecular627
compound. Fig.12 shows two typical evolutions of the molecular concentration field inside628
the grains. Violet color corresponds to maximum initial concentration (1.0) whereas red629
color corresponds to the lowest concentration (0). Top figures correspond to Ds = 0.02;630
bottom figures: Ds = 0 (no intra-granular diffusion). In all cases, the remaining physical631
parameters are Db = 0.005, θ = 0.0058 and Dr = 0.02. These values are chosen in a range632
delivering realistic dimensionless averaged Reynolds numbers (see Fig. 7) and Schmidt633
numbers for caffeine as discussed in Sec. III A.634
From the bottom figures it can be evinced that only a portion of the internal molecular6356
content is effectively released from the grain. This corresponds to intra-granular regions637
located near the grain’s surfaces, where the washing release mechanism (governed by Dr)638
is effective already in the very early stage. At longer times the configuration does not639
change significantly, indicating that the solid/liquid release process has saturated. Given640
that Ds = 0, there is no diffusion/osmotic mechanism capable of transporting the internal641
content towards the grain surface where it can be effectively dragged away by the flow and642
therefore molecular substances which can be described by this low intra-granular diffusion643
are likely to be extracted in a minor amount during coffee filtration and in the very early644
stage of the process. This corresponds, for example, to oils which are hydrophobic and re-645
main typically trapped in big amounts inside the grains being only a small fraction present646
in the beverage7.647
On the other hand, when intra-granular diffusion is switched-on Ds = 0.02 (top figures), the648
internal material can diffuse efficiently towards the surface where washing into the liquid649
takes place. From the figures it is possible to evince also that intra-granular molecular650
content in this case gradually reduces to zero. Moreover, as it can be seen in the last two651
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FIG. 12: Effect of the intra-granular diffusion coefficient Ds on the evolution of the molecular
concentration field (violet/red: large/zero values) inside a solid grain (zoomed areas). Bulk
diffusion coefficient in the liquid Db = 0.005, fine concentration θ = 0.0058 and release rate
Dr = 0.02 were kept fixed. Top figures: dynamics intra-granular concentration fields for
Ds = 0.02; bottom figures Ds = 0. Time frames (left to right) correspond to t
∗ = 0, 3, 6, 30, 50.
As in the previous cases, this direct discharge flow is direct upwards.
top figures on the right, at longer times the molecular removal occurs first in the bottom652
part of the domain and then gradually invades the upper part. This suggests that grains653
located near the top filter are more likely to have some residual molecular contents respect654
to those located far form it. By waiting long enough, all the internal substance will be655
eventually able to escape the grain’s internal core by diffusion and washed out into the liq-656
uid. Substances described by this dynamics are typically low molecular weight hydro-soluble657
and are likely to have nearly 100% extraction efficiency, as for example the case of caffeine58.658
659
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Finally, a comparison of the simulation results with experimental data of three different660
molecular compounds concentration in the cup provided by Illy63 is shown in Fig.13. In661
particular caffeine, trigonelline and chlorogenic acid are considered. Here we compare the662
transient extraction efficiency defined as the ratio between the extracted amount of a given663
molecular compound over its total initial content in the dry grains. As it can be seen in664
Fig.13, all molecular compounds have 100% extraction efficiency, however they differ in the665
relaxation times. For example, trigonelline in our model is well captured by fitting Ds = 0.02666
whereas for caffeine an intra-granular diffusion coefficient Ds = 0.005 is more appropriate667
to match the transient experimental data. By decreasing Ds the relaxation times become668
larger and other compounds dynamics (i.e. chlorogenic acid) can be matched accurately.669
The case Ds = 0 is also shown as reference. In this case, the extraction converges rapidly to670
a value approximately equal to 30% corresponding to all material released from the grain’s671
surfaces only (Fig.12: bottom). This would be the case, for example, of oils or lipids which672
are hydrophobic. By tuning the effective thickness of the surface layer where the washing673
release mechanism is active, it is possible to obtain several steady values between 0-100%.6745
From Fig.13 it is interesting to note that different compounds are clearly characterized676
by distinct kinetics which suggests that, depending on molecular specificity, the balance677
between different compounds is altered if extraction is stopped at different times. Because678
different compounds are tightly connected to specific flavors, and being taste perception a679
highly non-linear process64, only minor changes in this delicate balance can lead to very dif-680
ferent sensorial experience. For example caffeine and trigonelline are typically associated to681
degree of bitterness, whereas chlorogenic acids to acidic taste64. As example, Table II shows682
the change in proportion among these three compounds, indicating a clear trend for increas-683
ing time of espresso preparation. In particular percentage of caffeine content is increasing684
for increasing preparation time. Percentage of trigonelline has an opposite decreasing trend685
whereas the chlorogenic acid proportion remains approximately constant. These results in-686
dicate clearly that different preparation time for espresso can potentially lead to significant687
changes in taste perception and therefore the current framework, by quantitatively deter-688
mining their mass contents, can pave the way for a better flavor-engineering of espresso689
under unexplored flow processing conditions.690
Before to conclude, a few words on the limitation and possible extension of the current6912






























FIG. 13: Direct discharge. Transient extraction ratio of caffeine, trigonelline and chlorogenic
acid in the cup. Simulation vs experimental data. SI time units have been obtained by estimating
a typical viscous time in the coffee bed τν = 0.16s as previously discussed. All molecular
compounds are hydro-soluble and are entirely extracted. Different dynamics are visible indicating
that different compounds are released at different times during filtration. The case Ds = 0 in
simulation reproduces the scenario of hydrophobic non-soluble substance (e.g. oils) which can be
in principle remained trapped into the solid phase.
TABLE II: Proportions of molecular compounds in the cup
time [sec] Caffeine[%] Trigonelline [%] Chlorogenic acid [%]
5 38.0 25.7 36.3
10 39.5 24.6 35.9
20 40.3 23.5 36.2
30 40.8 22.7 36.5
lead to qualitative results which can however match well experiments by tuning essentially694
two model parameters: intra-granular/release and fine concentration. In principle, different695
porous configurations can lead to different permeabilities. It is clear that the present 2D696
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model does not have the ambition of reproducing realistic values of a full 3D coffee bed.697
Instead, what we chose here is a ’reverse-engineering’ approach, where parameters in a sim-698
plified (and less computationally expensive) 2D model are tuned to ’reproduce’ the relevant699
physical features (e.g. Reynolds, Schmidt numbers) of a complex 3D system.700
In terms of algorithmic complexity for the present model, similar to other particle-based701
methods with short-range pairwise interactions, it can be reduced down to ∼ O(NNneigh) -702
where N is the total number of SPH particles and Nneigh the average number of neighbours -703
if linked-list-cell routines for adaptive neighbours searching are used65. A typical simulation704
on a single processor Intel Xeon E5-2640 2.5GHz takes about 1 day.705
In order to move towards more realistic test-cases in the future, an exact prescription of the706
three-dimensional coffee bed porosity should be obtained by separate experimental technique707
accessing accurately the internal microstructure. One of these techniques, for example, is708
X-ray micro-tomography49,50, which can provide segmented data for the solid phase to be709
directly imported into the SPH model. Large-scale simulations of realistic 3D porous config-710
urations can be done as in31, by using highly efficient parallel particle-mesh libraries (PPM)711
for particle-based techniques66. This is the subject of a current work and will be presented712
in the future.713
Additionally, the results presented in this paper are limited to isothermal conditions and714
neglect the non-Newtonian effects of the flowing liquid. Regarding the first point, thermal715
effects can be incorporated by resorting to an additional internal energy variable per particle716
as described in the full thermodynamic-consistent model presented in35 and link it to the717
local viscosity in the momentum equation. In connection to the non-Newtonian properties of718
the liquid, although these are not expected to play a relevant role in the final coffee beverage,719
they could in principle be modelled in the same way as done recently for shear-thickening720
fluids46 where the liquid’s viscosity coefficient was allowed to depend on the local velocity721
gradient or, as in the case presented in this work, possibly on the local solid fraction of fines.722
Finally, in the present particle-simulation framework, complex re-modelling of the porous723
solid phase (e.g. via swelling/erosion) could be directly taken into account by deposition of724
new fluid particles into the solid phase or by removing existing boundary particles as in the725
case of erosion. In the latter situation, for example, if local mass concentration associated726
to boundary particles in the solid phase becomes smaller than a prescribed value, particle727
identity could be changed (boundary→fluid) and allowed to be transported downstream by728
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the actual flow. All these physical feature need to be accurately taken into account for a729
predictive analysis of the complex mesoscopic processes occurring in an espresso extraction730
and will be the subjects of future investigations.731
V. CONCLUSIONS732
In this work we have presented a mesoscopic particle-based model for the simulation of733
espresso extraction. In particular, the model incorporates some of the essential physical734
features of the process, i.e. (i) bimodal granulometry (fines-coarses); (ii) double porosity735
model of molecular concentrations dynamics (enabling liquid-bulk and intra-granular solid736
diffusion); (iii) stripping mechanism of solid/liquid molecular release; and (iv) a model of737
mechanical filter. The correct transient permeability of the coffee bed has been reproduced738
under direct-inverse discharge conditions, showing the importance of fines migration on the739
hydrodynamic properties of the percolation and extraction process. Concentration dynamics740
(i.e. cumulative output content) for different molecular compounds have been explored741
qualitatively and quantitatively. It was shown that the presence of the fines, leading to742
larger flow resistance can increase dramatically the residence time of water near the grain743
surface, therefore maximizing the release process. No visible effect on the cumulative output744
content dynamics was however detected for different molecular species (i.e. different bulk745
diffusion coefficients in water). The main parameters governing the molecular dynamics are746
associated to the solid/liquid stripping release rates as well as intra-granular diffusion.747
As an application of the presented modelling framework, the release kinetic of three748
specific coffee compounds have been simulated and compared to experimental data for a749
typical and traditional espresso extraction. It was found that the model can reproduce750
the experimental kinetics by specific choice of the model parameters (e.g. release as well751
as intra-granular diffusion coefficients). These parameters can be fixed separately for each752
substance in one extraction process by matching each compound-specific kinetic.753
754
The long-term goal of this work is to use the current framework to control and engineer755
coffee flavors by monitoring the balance of specific key-odorant or taste-actives compound756
in the beverage. Decrypting the coffee flavor is a very challenging problem to measure in757
experimental setup requiring the use of sophisticated methods for sensory-directed chemi-758
35
cal analysis, including higher sensitivity and selectivity of detection devices, mainly mass759
spectrometry (MS)64. Once key molecular components are experimentally individuated, the760
present model could be used to explore their change in balance as effect of different ap-761
plied flows, also in relation to mean sensory response64, therefore possibly moving towards762
a simulated virtual analysis of coffee flavor under different extraction conditions.763
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